WRNTY Release 7.0 - New Features (web version)

Special Offers
Reps Targets
SupeRep Catalog Views Customization
Matrix View Customization
Cart Enhancements
Order PDF enhancements
Add rep info to the PDF

NOTE: The new features in the Web Release 7.0 will be supported on the iPad in SupeRep V2.7
to be released shortly.

These functionalities will also be available in all subsequent SupeRep releases.

Special Offers
A variety of new Special Offers are now configurable via the SupeRep Manager. Define start and
end dates as well as select items that participate in Special Offers.

An example of Bonus Items - Buy X items and get Y of the same item for free:

Reps Targets
Annual and Monthly Targets can be set for sales reps.

Targets vs Actual statistics are available on a new Reps Targets Dashboard.

SupeRep Catalog Views Customization
The different views of the SupeRep catalog on the iPad are now customizable. You can change
the columns and headings that appear in the various views; select the properties you wish to
appear in each view; customize the headings; and sort the column order.

Matrix View Customization
While viewing matrix items in the catalog, sales reps now have detailed item information about
style variants at their fingertips.
The matrix gridline view is now fully customizable. The column names and headings can be
customized to include your item properties and information. Just select "SupeRep flat grid
view" from the menu in the catalog customization and select the columns you wish to appear.
You can then sort them and customize their headings.

Cart Enhancements
You can now sort the list of items in the Cart as well as the Order PDF by any of the properties
of the items.

Order PDF enhancements
Add your sales rep's contact information to the Order PDF.
Useful for accounts and any other email recipients of the order:

